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1.

Introduction

A design of a barrage and fishway for the Damnak Chheukrom Irrigation Scheme has been
completed by SAWAC Consultants Cambodia. The senior author (TM) observed the site
during fieldwork when collecting data on barriers to migration, and noted that the fishway
design could be improved, based on the most recent data and experience in the Mekong.
The following advice is provided as an independent view of improving the fishway design to
more effectively pass fish. We also provide some recommendations for future weir/barrage
projects where fish passage is important. The advice is not linked to any project and is not
funded.
The opinions in this report are a collective view based on experience in numerous countries
and particularly in the Mekong Basin, including experimental research on fishways in Laos
PDR (Baumgartner et al. 2012; Baumgartner et al. 2018).

2.

Fishway Design Process

There are two components to fishway design:
i)

Attraction:
which is concerned with entrance location and design. This includes most aspects
of the structure design (abutment, gates, stilling basin, dissipators) with the
objective of providing flow patterns that guide fish to the fishway entrance, under
the different streamflow conditions that fish are migrating.

ii)

Passage:
which is the internal design of the fishway channel.

To develop design criteria for these aspects it is essential to develop a conceptual model of
fish migration and flows for the site, which is a simple explanation (text, table or diagram) of
what fish (species and sizes if available) are migrating, at what flows and at what time of year.
Often data is incomplete, so the model represents the best understanding of fish migration
and can include professional opinions as well as data. The model needs to consider both up
and downstream movement.
The model of flows and fish migration determines: the flow patterns downstream of the fishway
to examine for entrance location and design (e.g. low flows and low turbulence, or high flows
and high turbulence); and the optimum upstream and downstream water levels for the fishway.
Knowing the size of fish, migratory biomass, and the flows at which they are migrating,
determines the hydraulics of the fishway channel (e.g. smaller fish have lesser swimming
ability and larger fish require greater depth).
These factors all need to be considered to deliver a functional fishway.
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3.

Biology and Hydrology

3.1

Fish Community

Seventy freshwater fish species have been recorded from the Stung Pursat River system
(Table 1, data provided by MAFF 2018). For the majority of these species unimpeded
movement among freshwater habitats is important to complete key life-history aspects, such
as spawning and juvenile dispersal. Many fish move between the Tonlé Sap and riverine
environments for spawning, feeding or to access refuge habitats; these migrations are cyclic,
moving upstream and downstream. The extent of spawning upstream is unknown but it is
likely that many species will have larvae that drift downstream with the current.
The fish abundance and biomass at the Stung Pursat Barrage is likely to be large (up to
several hundred kilograms per day) and dominated by upstream migrating cyprinids and
catfish species, with a strong presence of small bodied freshwater species such as red tailed
tinfoil, Asian redtail catfish and Hampala barb (Table 1). All of these species are likely to be
migrating at the Stung Pursat Barrage and need to be considered in design.
3.2

Fish size

The fish species present within the Stung Pursat will migrate upstream and downstream at a
variety of life stages, including juveniles and adults. Large adult fish migrate upstream to
spawn and feed and, for most species, return downstream at some stage. In other floodplain
lakes globally, tributaries are key spawning areas, often with larvae drifting downstream as
described above. Adult fish in the Stung Pursat could vary in size from 100 mm long to
>1000mm long, with most likely to be 300-600mm long. Juvenile and small fish (20-100 mm
long) also migrate upstream (Table 1) and need to use the fishway, as they form the basis of
the food chain for larger fish species. Larvae, juveniles and adults may then move downstream
through the barrage at a later date following the initial migration.
3.3

Migration and flow

Peak migration upstream in Tonle Sap rivers is reported to occur at the onset and first half of
the rainy (wet) season (Chenng Phen & Ngor Peng Bun, Cambodian Inland Fisheries
Research and Development Institute, pers. comm.). It is likely, however, that there is some
migration throughout the year, whenever there is flow in the river.
We have plotted the river discharge with the expected periods of peak upstream fish migration
in Figure 1. Initial pulses of flow at the onset of the rainy season are 10 m3/s and the early
wet season includes flows up to 150 m3/s; this represents the flow range to optimise the
fishway design. In the absence of information on migration at low flows we have chosen to
design the fishway to operate at the minimum flow of 2.2 m3/s.
Downstream fish passage could occur any time the dam is spilling, so it is important that the
dam is operated to allow fish to safely pass all year.
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Table 1. Fish species in the Stung Pursat and their expected minimum and maximum size
migrating (Data provided by MAFF 2018).
Scientific Name
Notopterus notopterus
Paralaubuca typus
Luciosoma bleekeri
Amblyrhynchichthys truncatus
Cyclocheilichthys repasson
Puntioplites proctozysron
Barbonymus gonionotus
Barbonymus altus
Puntius orphoides
Hypsibarbus pierrei
Hampala macrolepidota
Hampala dispar
Thynnichthys thynnoides
Labeo chrysophekadion
Cirrhinus jullieni
Henicorhynchus siamensis
Lobocheilos melanotaenia
Osteochilus hasselti
Osteochilus lini
Osteochilus melanopleura
Osteochilus microcephalus
Osteochilus waandersii
Garra fasciacauda
Gyrinocheilus pennocki
Botia modesta
Pseudomystus siamensis
Hemibagrus spilopterus
Hemibagrus wyckii
Heterobagrus bocourti
Micronema bleekeri
Ompok bimaculatus
Wallago attu
Pangasius pleurotaenia
Mastacembelus armatus
Monopterus albus
Pristolepis fasciata
Anabas testudineus
Channa striata
Oxyeleotris marmorata
Brachirus harmandi
Brachirus orientalis
Hypsibarbus wetmorei
Labiobarbus siamensis
Acanthopsis sp.1
Acanthopsis sp.5
Mystus mysticetus
Micronema cheveyi
Clarias gariepinus
Channa lucius
Hyporhamphus limbatus
Monotrete cambodgiensis
Paralaubuca barroni
Paralaubuca riveroi
Esomus longimanus
Rasbora atridorsalis
Rasbora hobelmani
Rasbora myersi
Rasbora paviei
Rasbora tornieri
Cyclocheilichthys apogon
Crossocheilus reticulatus
Garra cambodgiensis
Gyrinocheilus aymonieri
Botia caudipunctata
Botia eos
Bagrichthys macracanthus
Mystus albolineatus
Ophisternon bengalense
Clarias macrocephalus
Poropuntius normani

Minimum size Maximum size
(cm)
(cm)
5.5
Bronze featherback
ស
្ល
ាត
60
ស
្ល
ឹ កឬស
្ស
ី ធំ
3.5
18
បង
្គ
ួយ
4.3
26
កំបុត ច
្ រមុះ
5.3
40
ស
្ រកា រក
្ត
ាមស
3.5
28
ច
្ រកែ ងក្តោ
ង
4.6
40
Java barb
ឆ
្ព
ិ នប
្ រា ក់
4.7
40
Red tailed tinfoil
កា ហែ លឿង
4.2
35
អំពិលទ
ុំ
2.5
25
ឆ
្ព
ិន
4.3
30
ខ
្ម
ាន់ស
4.2
35
Hampala barb
កំភរ/ខ
្ម
ាន់
5.6
70
លេ ញ
3.6
25
Black sharkminnow
ក
្អ
ែក
6.9
90
ផ
្ក
ាចា រ
3.2
20
Siamese mud carp
រៀ
ល
3.3
20
ចង
្ វារននោង
3.2
20
Nilem carp
ក
្ រុ សមេ ម៉ា យ
2.5
18
ក
្ រុ ស
2.2
15
គ
្ រំ
5.3
60
ក
្ រុ សឆ
្ន
ូត
3.2
24
ក
្ រុ សក
្ រហម
2.4
20
ចង
្ វាររនោង
2.3
20
Spotted algae eater
ជញ
្ ជក់ដៃ /សេ ះ /ស
្ម
ុក
2.1
17
Orangefin loach
កញ
្ រ្ ជ
ូ កក
្ រហម
3.1
25
Asian bumblebee catfish កញ
្ច
ុ ះថ
្ម
2.7
20
Asian redtail catfish
ឆ
្ល
ាំ ង
6.4
65
ឆ
្ល
ាំ ងខ្មៅ
3.5
31
កញ
្ច
ុ ះក្ដោ
ង
3.1
24
កែ ស
6.5
60
Butter catfish
ត
្ រឱន
2.2
16.5
Great white sheatfish
សណ
្ត
ា យ/ក
្ រពា ត់
8.5
240
ឈ
្ វៀ
តស
្ម
ើ
កន
្ទ
ុយ
10.5
100
Tiretrack eel
ខ
្ច
ឹង
10
90
Swamp eel
អន
្ ទង់ដំ ណើប
6.3
70
Malayan leaffish
កន
្ រ្ ត
ប់
2.4
20
Climbing perch
ក
្ រា ញ់
2.6
25
100
Striped snakehead
ផ
្ទ
ក់ រ៉ស់
13
Marble goby
ដំ រី
7.3
65
អណ
្ត
ា តឆ
្ក
ែព
្ រុ យ
2.3
18
Oriental sole
អណ
្ត
ា តឆ
្ក
ែវែង
4.3
35
ឆ
្ព
ិ នមា ស
5.6
46
អា ចម៍កុក
3.2
22
ឬសចេ កអុជតូច
1.7
23
ឬសចេ កឆ
្ន
ូត
2.6
35
កញ
្ច
ុះ
2.8
20
កំផ្ល
ៀ
វ
3.1
24
North African catfish
អណ
្ តែងអា ព
្ រិ ច
13
150
កញ
្ ជនជ័ យ
3
40
Congaturi halfbeak
ផ្ទោ
ង
2.4
18
ក
្ រពតខ
្ម
ែរ
1.3
7
ស
្ល
ឹ កឬស
្ស
ី
3
18
ចន
្ ទាស់ភ
្ល
ុក
2.3
18
ចង
្ វាភ
្ ល
ៀ
ងស
្ រែ
1.5
7.5
ចង
្ វារ
1
4
ចង
្ វារមូល
2.3
17
ចង
្ វារមូល
1
10
Sidestripe rasbora
ចង
្ វារឆ
្ន
ូត
1.3
12.6
Southeast Asian yellowtail ចង
្ វាមូល
0.7
3.3
Beardless barb
ស
្ រកា រក
្ ដាមក
្ រហម
2.4
17.5
ចង
្ វាជញ
្ ជក់ឬត
្ រសេ ះ
2.3
17
Stonelapping minnow
ចង
្ វាអង
្គ
រ
2.1
15
ស
្ម
ុក
Siamese algae-eater
3.2
25.7
កញ
្ រ្ ជ
ូក
1.5
9
Sun loach
កញ
្ រ្ ជ
ូក
1
10
Black lancer catfish
ចេ កទ
ុំ
2.7
30
កញ
្ច
ុ ះស
្ទ
ឹង
2.1
15
Onegilled eel
អន
្ ទង់ត
្ រា វ
11
100
អណ
្ តែងទន់
3.1
35
ខ
្ន
ងបន
្ល
ាឬក
្ រុ សភ
្ន
ម
1.3
15
English Name

KhmerName

7
500

400

300

Discharge
(m3/s)
200

Major
fish
migration

100

0
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Figure 1. Discharge at Stung Pursat Barrage, shown with the expected period of major fish
migration (shaded orange). Note that migration, upstream or downstream, may
occur at all flows but there is insufficient data at present to refine this.

3.4

Migration and Water Levels

Predicted water levels with the Barrage are shown in Table 2 with the predicted period of peak
migration. The Barrage has been designed to operate with a stable high upstream water level
of 28.25 m when there is more than the minimum flow of 2.2 m3/s downstream. These
conditions directly coincide with peak migration. Downstream flow that stimulates upstream
migration can also occur in April but presumably the weir would operate with a high headwater
if it was passing flow. Hence, we have selected a stable headwater of EL 28.25 m for the
fishway design. We have assumed a potential variation of 0.5 m (from EL 27.75 to 28.75) for
optimum function and down to 1.0 m below EL 28.25 for sub-optimal function, with a minimum
depth for fish of 0.7 m. The optimal fishway depth is 1.7 m with the headwater EL 28.25 m
however the fishway is capable of operating sub-optimally down to 26.85 m.
These criteria set the invert of the fishway exit at 26.55 and the height of the fishway baffles
and internal fishway channel at 2.2 m (EL 28.75 - 26.55).
If the headwater is expected to fluctuate more widely during the irrigation season it would
influence the type and application of the fishway design and we would likely change the
design.
The tailwater range for the fishway is 3.5m, which accommodates from EL 17.5m to EL 21m,
which is the estimated upper level for 150 m3/s (Figure 2). The additional 0.5m in the minimum
tailwater, from EL 18.0 to EL 17.5m mitigates the significant risk of changes to downstream
water levels after construction or from subsequent erosion.
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These criteria set the maximum differential head for the design at 10.75 m (EL 28.25 - EL
17.5) and the invert of the entrance at EL 15.8m (EL17.5 less 1.7m fishway depth) (Figure 3).
A summary of design levels for the fishway are shown in Figure 3.

Table 2.

Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Proposed upstream and downstream water levels, shown with expected peak fish
migration.

Average
(m3/s)
6.48
3.88
4.65
15.76
34.22
35.19
53.62
62.84
91.69
123.88
57.07
20.46

Max.
Irrigation
Downstream
diversion
flow
3
(m /s)
(m3/s)
4.28
2.20
1.68
2.20
2.45
2.20
13.56
2.20
22.40
11.82
22.40
12.79
22.40
31.22
22.40
40.44
22.40
69.29
22.40
101.48
22.40
34.67
18.26
2.20

Water
Level
U/S
(m)
26.26
25.93
26.04
27.01
28.25
28.25
28.25
28.25
28.25
28.25
28.25
27.30

20

80

Water
level
Predicted
D/S
fish
(m)
migration
18.00
Low
18.00
Low
18.00
Low
18.00
Low
18.00
Peak
18.00
Peak
18.00
Peak
18.30
Peak
19.20
Peak
19.82
Low
18.20
Low
18.00
Low

22

21

20

Downstream
level (m)
19

18

17
0

40

60

100

120

140

3
Flow (m /s)

Figure 2. Estimated tailwater rating curve with maximum estimated variation of the proposed
Stung Pursat barrage.
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Figure 3. Summary of design levels for the Stung Pursat fishway.

4.

Fish Passage Objectives

4.1

Downstream

As migration is cyclic (upstream and downstream; repeatedly), fish passage objectives should
include upstream and downstream aspects. For the present review and proposed concept,
much of the Barrage design is complete so we have focused on upstream migration.
Downstream migration will occur through the fishway, generally in proportion to the flow
passing down the fishway. Hence, if the fishway is passing 2 m3/s and there is 100 m3/s
passing through the Barrage and into the irrigation channel, it is likely that 2% of fish will pass
downstream safely via the fishway. Safe downstream passage of fish through the sluice gates
would occur if these are fully open in high flows, but undershot gates can cause fish mortalities
when partially open at lower flows (Baumgartner et al. 2006).
For future projects it should be noted that overshot gates with a deep tailwater (40% of the
differential head) is required to provide safe downstream fish passage. Fish migrating
downstream will also pass into the irrigation system; to mitigate this impact fish screens are
the most common method to keep fish in the river and prevent their loss. Should additional
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financing become available at a later date, we would be pleased to help design fish screens
to guide fish towards the fishway and enhance downstream passage efficiency.
4.2

Upstream
Attraction

The objective for attraction is provide the upstream limit of migration at a single area - by
creating a zone of low turbulence and water velocity – over the range of flows from 2.2 m3/s
to 150 m3/s. The entrance needs to be situated where most upstream fish will be
accumulating. At large sites on wide rivers, dam/weir/barrage operations can be modified to
guide fish towards the entrance, such as through the manipulation in the order of gate opening.
Passage
The objective for upstream passage is to pass the whole fish migratory community, including
adults and juveniles. The available fish data suggests the size range of upstream migratory
fish is 20-1500 mm. However, to design the fishway to confidently pass this size range would
require very low water velocity and turbulence, and very large, deep fishway pools; which
would result in prohibitive cost. Using the overarching ecological objective of maintaining the
majority of fish populations in this river system, we have selected the following compromised
objectives to balance cost and function:
•

very high certainty of passing fish 100-600mm, (which we expect to be the highest
biomass of fish),

•

a moderate certainty of passing fish 600-1500m,

•

a low certainty of passing fish 20-100mm,

•

a target flow range, from the low flows of 2.2 m3/s through to moderate flows of 150
m3/s, with a particular focus on providing passage from the onset of the wet season
and early wet season.

These assumptions are critical for fishway design and we highly recommend quantitative
monitoring of the fishway to validate them and inform future fishway designs.

5.

Fishway Design

5.1

Attraction (fishway entrance)

The present report is responding to an existing design and the intent of the authors is to
minimise changes to the design and achieve functional fish passage. For future projects we
would suggest two major themes in design: the use of overshot gates, and physical modelling
of the fishway entrance. Overshot gates serve two important purposes in fish passage: i) they
provide safe downstream passage (with a deep tailwater), and ii) they provide a narrow zone
of energy dissipation downstream of the structure and hence, a more consistent area to locate
a fishway entrance under differing flows. Physical modelling (1:10 to 1:20 scale) is the main
method to understand the complex flow patterns downstream of a barrage under different
flows and modify the structure to provide suitable fishway entrance conditions. Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be used but is limited in the number of variations that can tested.
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The present barrage design uses undershot gates, including a low-flow gate, and dissipators
on the apron. In the present design there would be different zones of fish attraction at different
flows (Figure 4). At base flows the present entrance would likely be effective, but at low flows,
when the barrage gates are slightly open and fish are migrating, many fish would not locate
the fishway entrance. Observations of migrating fish show that fish can migrate up the
dissipators. At higher flows, migrating fish are at the downstream end of the apron, and at
very high flows fish are usually in low turbulence zones behind each abutment (Figure 4).
Using recent experience of physical modelling of this type of structure we recommend:
i)

Providing a 3m offset in the abutment, that lines up with the dissipators, to provide
a consistent area for the upstream limit of migration and suitable conditions for a
fishway entrance (Figure 5).

ii)

Lowering the apron immediately downstream of the dissipators 1.0-1.5m (EL 14.7
to 14.2m) to create a consistent zone of low water velocity and low turbulence that
fish can swim into (Figure 5). This should be combined with a lower level of the
abutment offset floor.

Given the present layout of the barrage and irrigation channel, the fishway would be more
effectively located in the right-hand abutment, because there is more space and the exit would
be away from the irrigation channel inlet, which reduces the risk of fish passing directly into
the irrigation system.

Figure 4. Predicted zones of fish attraction at different flows in the present design.
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EL 14.2 m
3m offset

Fishway
Entrance

Fishway
Entrance
Channel
Fishway

Figure 5. Recommendations for fishway entrance design; the apron downstream of the
dissipators must be set lower in the blue zone.

It would also be preferable to integrate the low-flow gate with the fishway entrance on the righthand abutment. However, we appreciate that moving the gate at this late stage of design might
not be feasible. Even if the gate cannot be moved, it appears more feasible to incorporate a
fishway in the right-hand abutment. It is also very likely that fish migration at base flows –
when the low-flow gate would be used - is not the highest priority.
The 3.0 m offset of the abutment that is recommended above, is an estimate of the space
required and wet commissioning would be required to ensure that recirculating flows, which
disorient fish, are not occurring. If these are present, rockfill may be required to reduce them.

5.2

Passage (fishway channel)

The target upstream migratory fish community strongly influences the Stung Pursat fishway
design. Small fish (<100 mm long) require very low water velocities and turbulence, and a
minimum pool depth of 300 mm; while large fish can tolerate higher velocities and turbulence
but require deeper pools. The body form of eels excludes them from the large fish category
as they regularly negotiate shallow habitats.
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Two key design criteria for fishways that determine much of the design are the maximum water
velocity and the maximum turbulence. For Stung Pursat we consider that for 100-600mm fish,
where a high certainty of passage is required, 1.4 m/s is the maximum water velocity
(calculated from head loss per pool) and 30 Watts per cubic metre (W/m3) is the maximum
turbulence. These represent slightly conservative values, but fish need to ascend 10 m in
elevation at this site and hence the criteria need to be well within their swimming ability. For
larger fish (e.g. >300 mm) a higher turbulence of 55-70 W/m3 could be used.
We consider there are four design options that meet these requirements: i) a cone fishway
(Figure 6), ii) a single vertical-slot fishway (Figure 7), iii) a dual-slot vertical-slot fishway (Figure
7) and iii) a ‘father-and-son’ vertical-slot fishway. Generic design specifications for a fishway
for Stung Pursat Barrage are summarised in Table 3, with specific design criteria for these
four options.
A single vertical-slot fishway that meets the key design criteria has a 1:30 gradient, is 2.8 m
wide, and would use 0.44 m3/s. A dual-slot vertical-slot would be on a 1:30 gradient with a 5
m wide channel. The father-and-son vertical-slot fishway would use a single 4.3 wide channel
on a 1:26 gradient, with a dividing wall (0.3 m thick) lengthways down the channel, dividing it
into two fishways – one that is 2.5 m wide and one that is 1.5 m wide. Small fish (20-100mm)
would use the small fishway with high certainty and medium fish (100-600 mm) would use the
large fishway with high certainty.
The cone fishway would be 5 m wide, on a 1:25 gradient, and would use approximately 1.1
m3/s. This higher discharge would provide greater attraction for fish, which is an important
feature in high discharge streams. In this design there is higher turbulence in the middle of
the fishway channel with lower turbulence along the sides.

Figure 6. Example of a cone fishway.
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Figure 7. Example of a dual-slot and a single-slot vertical-slot fishway.
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Table 3. Design specifications for the Stung Pursat Barrage fishway.
Generic
Target fish sizes
Operating season
Fish passage flow and season

Optimum fishway depth
Maximum fishway depth
Minimum fishway depth
Nominal headwater in peak fish
migration period
Fishway headwater range
Minimum headwater operation level

Invert of fishway exit
Tailwater range
(accommodates future erosion and
lower tailwater of 0.50m)
Differential head - maximum

- minimum
Entrance location
Level of apron downstream of
dissipators and entrance channel
leading to fishway
Invert of fishway entrance
Average head loss per pool
Exit screen
Trash boom

Resting pool approximately halfway
along fishway
Specific criteria for single
vertical-slot design
Pool dimensions
Fishway gradient
Average turbulence
Fishway discharge
Average pool head loss
Maximum water velocity at vena
contracta (calc. from head loss)
Baffle and slot width
Turning pool dimensions
Resting pool volume

20-1500 mm long, optimized for 100-600 mm long
All year
Optimal: 2.2 m3/s to 150 m3/s; April to May
Sub-optimal: 150-500 m3/s (downstream section of fishway
underwater with poor attraction)
1.7 m (applicable to typical headwater of EL 28.25m)
2.2 m (applicable to headwater of EL 28.75m)
1.2 m for medium-sized fish and 0.5 m for small fish
EL 28.25
EL 28.75 to EL 27.75 (1.0 m range with minimum depth of
1.2m)
EL 27.25 (minimum depth of 0.7m) [Note that some fish will us
the fishway at very shallow depths so the fishway should be
left open at all times if there is sufficient water]
EL 26.55 (1.7m depth at headwater of EL 28.25)
EL 17.50m to 21.00 m (3.5m range, with a minimum depth of
1.7 m).
10.75m (EL 28.25-17.50 m; accommodates a lowered tailwater
of 0.5m; or a headwater surcharge of 0.2 m with a lowered
tailwater of 0.3m.
7.25 m (EL 28.25-21.00m)
Right bank with 3.0 m offset in abutment to create quiet water.
EL 14.7 m

EL 15.80 m (to maintain 1.7m depth at minimum tailwater of
EL 17.5)
100 mm head loss and 30 W/m3, for small and medium fish
150 mm head loss if 55 W/m3, for medium fish
No Screen
High impact floating trash boom should be placed in headwater
at 45o or greater angle above fishway to deflect floating debris
through gates.
Pool volume sufficient to reduce turbulence to 5 W/m3
Include habitat and cross-shaped short piers to prevent netting
and traps.
RECOMMENDED DESIGN
3.5 m long (internal) by 2.5 wide (internal)
1:35 (ignoring baffle thickness)
30 W/m3 (Cd =0.7) at all headwater levels
0.34 m3/s at EL 28.25 (normal pool)
0.100 m (to determine hydraulic gradient)
1.4 m/s
Vertical-slot baffle, with 0.27 m slot width and potential keyhole
design. Final design to be determined.
Minimum 2 times the standard pool volume.
85 m3 (e.g. 10m by 5m by 1.7m)
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Specific criteria for Cone design
Pool dimensions
Fishway gradient
Average turbulence

1.5 m long (internal) by 5.0 m wide (internal)
1:25 ((ignoring baffle thickness)
50-70 W/m3 (Cd =0.7) at EL 28.25 m headwater (potentially
lower turbulence of 30 W/m3 near the edge of pools.
Average pool head loss
60 mm head loss
Maximum water velocity
1.1 m/s
900mm slot depth between cones. 0.21 m wide top & 0.10 m
Cone shape
wide bottom. Trapezoidal cross-section of baffle with 900 mm
tall cones on the side and 300 mm tall cones in the middles.
Submerged orifices (optional;
Preliminary criteria 0.3 m by 0.3 m square. Final design to be
depends on headwater variation)
determined.
Fishway discharge
1.1 m3/s at EL 28.25 (normal pool)
Turning pool dimensions
Minimum 5.3 times the standard pool volume; 4 to 6 m clear
distance to end wall.
Resting pool volume
170 m3 (e.g. 10m by 10m by 1.7m)
Specific criteria for dual-slot vertical-slot design
Pool dimensions
3 m long (internal) by 5 m wide (internal)
Fishway gradient
Gradient 1:30 (ignoring baffle thickness)
Average turbulence
30 W/m3 (Cd =0.7) and all headwater levels
Average pool head loss
0.100 m (to determine hydraulic gradient)
Maximum water velocity
1.4 m/s
Baffle and slot width
Vertical-slot baffle, with 0.23 m slot width and potential keyhole
design. Final design to be determined.
Fishway discharge
0.72 m3/s at EL 28.25 (normal pool)
Turning pool dimensions
Minimum 2 times the standard pool volume.
Resting pool volume
175 m3 (e.g. 10m by 10m by 1.7m)
Specific criteria for father-and-son vertical-slot design
(Note that this is a single channel with a dividing wall for the two fishways)
Father
Pool dimensions
Fishway gradient
Average turbulence
Average pool head loss
Maximum water velocity
Baffle and slot width
Fishway discharge
Turning pool dimensions
Resting pool volume (to be
combined with son fishway)
Son
Pool dimensions
Fishway gradient
Average turbulence
Average pool head loss
Maximum water velocity
Baffle and slot width
Fishway discharge
Turning pool dimensions
Resting pool volume

3.9 m long (internal) by 2.5 m wide (internal)
Gradient 1:26 (ignoring baffle thickness)
56 W/m3 (Cd =0.7) with EL 28.25 m headwater
0.150 m (to determine hydraulic gradient)
1.7 m/s
Vertical-slot baffle, with 0.30 m slot width and potential keyhole
design. Final design to be determined.
0.67 m3/s at EL 28.25 (normal pool)
Minimum 2 times the standard pool volume.
112 m3 (e.g. 10m by 11m by 1.7m)

1.95 m long (internal) by 1.5 m wide (internal)
Gradient 1:26 (ignoring baffle thickness)
30 W/m3 (Cd =0.7) with 28.25 m EL headwater
0.075 m (to determine hydraulic gradient)
1.2 m/s
Vertical-slot baffle, with 0.14 m slot width and potential keyhole
design. Final design to be determined.
0.21 m3/s at EL 28.25 (normal pool)
Minimum 2 times the standard pool volume.
30 m3 (e.g. 5m by 3.5m by 1.7 m)
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5.3 Comparison of Options
It is important in the Stung Pursat Barrage Project, which has a large capital cost, to have a
fishway that is a low risk design, with very high certainty of passing the majority of fish. In
Table 4 we have compared the three fishway options described above to assess their potential
effectiveness.
The cone fishway functions optimally over a narrower range of headwater than other designs
and turbulence varies with headwater level; there is higher turbulence at higher water levels
and lower turbulence at lower levels, which can be advantage at sites where small fish are
migrating at low flows and the weir/barrage has a fixed crest.
In contrast, the vertical-slot design has consistent hydraulics over a wide range of headwater
levels but less discharge (Table 4). The higher discharge of the cone fishway provides greater
fish attraction. The single vertical-slot fishway has the lowest discharge and if this option was
preferred, it would likely need auxiliary/attraction water (e.g. Figure 8).
The vertical-slot options have the highest certainty of passing the priority group of 100-600
mm fish - largely because the hydraulics are very predictable and there is extensive
assessment data - while the cone fishway has less certainty of passing this group. The
vertical-slot options also have a moderate certainty of passing larger fish 600-1200mm,
whereas the cone fishway has less certainty of passing these fish. The cone fishway and ‘son’
fishway can be designed to pass small fish (20-100mm) well while the single vertical-slot will
likely pass less small fish.
The preferred option is the single vertical-slot fishway, which provides: the lowest risk for the
project with a high certainty of passing the priority group of fish (100-600mm).
The single vertical slot fishway also provides the smallest footprint of all the options but has
the lowest attraction flow. As suggested above, consideration should be given to providing an
attraction flow (e.g. Figure 8).
The second preferred option is the dual vertical-slot, which also has a high certainty of passing
the priority group of fish (100-600mm) and greater discharge, but a larger footprint. The third
preferred option is the father-and-son vertical-slot which has the highest function but also has
the risk of small fish entering the large fishway under high tailwater and not being able to
complete their ascent or becoming prey for larger fish.
The fourth preferred option is the cone fishway. Although it has the highest discharge for
attraction it has less certainty of passing the priority group of fish. These have not been built
at high weirs and less is known about the hydraulics and fish passage effectiveness.
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Table 4. Comparison of key design differences among the three main fishway options for
the Stung Pursat Barrage fishway. Recommended design in blue shading and
priority fish size group in green shading.
Single
vertical-slot

Dual-slot
vertical-slot

Father and
Son verticalslot

Cone Fishway

Gradient

1:35

1:30

1:26

1:25

Channel width
(internal)

2.5m

5m

4.3m

195m2

306m2

313m2

323m2

1.4 m/s

1.4 m/s

1.7 / 1.2 m/s

1.4 m/s

30

30

55/ 30

70/30?

0.81 m3/s

0.88 m3/s

1.1 m3/s

Physical

Approximate footprint
(with turning pools
and large resting
pool)

1

5m

Hydraulics
Maximum velocity
Average turbulence
Discharge

0.44 m3/s

2

Functional difference
Headwater variation

Full headwater
range

Full headwater
range

Full headwater
range

Narrower
range

Fish attraction to
fishway entrance
(based on discharge)

Low 3

Moderate

Moderate

High

20-100 mm fish

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

100-600 mm fish
(priority)

High

High

High

Moderate

600-1500 mm fish

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Predicted Fish Passage

1

Includes 0.3 m internal dividing wall.
Would likely require auxiliary/attraction flow.
3
Unless supplemented with auxiliary/attraction flow
2
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Elevation

Plan
EL 14.2 m

Fishway
Entrance

Figure 8. Conceptual diagram of an attraction flow option for the Stung Pursat barrage
fishway, with a pipe filling headwater pool and flowing down a dissipator wall near
the entrance.

6.

Fishway Layout

The preferred layout is to have the fishway on the right-hand abutment and move the low flow
gate to the right-hand side. We have assumed, however, that the gate cannot be moved at
this stage of design.
We have developed a draft layout for a single vertical-slot fishway and included it in this report
(Figure 9). The layout is determined by: i) the entrance location (as per Figure 5), ii) the exit
located away from the barrage gates, iii) maximising common walls, iv) maximising flow paths
in corner and turning pools to minimise turbulence, and v) locating a large resting pool
approximately halfway along the fishway channel.
The key features are the locations of the entry and exit, using the area behind the right-hand
abutment to zig-zag the fishway. The entrance of the fishway and outer wall of the fishway
are at EL 22, while the abutment wall is at EL 28.4. Internal fishway baffles and internal
fishway channel depth are consistent throughout the length of the channel (baffles 2.2m deep,
channel 2.3 m deep); these baffles will progressively drown-out as the tailwater rises, while
the fishway entrance remains in the same location providing a discrete entrance flow for fish
to locate.
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Fishway
entrance
Fishway
exit

Potential lift
points for
monitoring
cages

Turning pools
Resting
pool

Figure 9. Preliminary layout of a vertical-slot fishway for the Stung Pursat Barrage (detail provided in attached DWG drawing).
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7.

Critical Aspects of Design and Construction

While the vertical-slot fishway design is flexible in some elements, such as pool length and
width (if they are greater than the minimum), and roughness of surfaces (e.g. sheet pile has
been used effectively for channel walls), there are two key design criteria that fundamentally
determine the hydraulics of the fishway and its effectiveness: i) the invert of the slots, and ii)
the slot width.
Slot inverts
In the proposed design adjacent baffles require the slot inverts to differ by 100 mm
between pools; the maximum range is + 5 mm of the specification between baffles
and + 10 mm for the entire fishway.
Slot widths
The proposed slot width is 270 mm; the maximum range is + 3 mm.
The narrow tolerance of the slot widths influences the application of the design. It is extremely
difficult to achieve these tolerances with concrete poured in situ. The trend is to have either
pre-cast baffles, or slot inserts of aluminium, stainless steel or HDPE. Aluminium and steel
are more likely to be removed for other purposes, so HDPE (e.g. 20 mm thick) or some other
less valuable material are likely to be more suitable for the site. The baffle dimensions are
shown in Figure 10.

0.43 m
O

45
0.27 m
slot opening
cut into HDPE
that slides into baffle

3
1

2.5 m
0.54 m

internal distance
between baffles = 3.5 m

Figure 10. Detail of baffle of vertical-slot fishway for Stung Pursat barrage.
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8.

Fish Monitoring

Monitoring of the fishway is important to assess the fishway effectiveness and inform future
designs. A motorised winch and gantry are needed at the top, middle and bottom of the
fishway, similar to the one installed at the upstream end of the Stung Chinit vertical-slot
fishway. The winch and gantry will need to be able to lift 500kg of fish plus the weight of the
trap.
As previously noted monitoring of the fishway after construction is essential to determining the
effectiveness of the design for passing the fish species of the Stung Pursat and for informing
future fish passage projects throughout Cambodia.
As such it is recommended that in concert with IFReDI a monitoring program is developed for
the barrage that adequately monitors the fishway throughout the year, with particular focus on
the peak migration periods throughout the wet season.

9.

Safety

An essential consideration is safety near and in the fishway. The lower third of the fishway
functions as an open channel that fish swim into as it is submerged in rising tailwater. It is
likely that people will also enter the channel, so provision for people to climb out of each
fishway pool will likely be necessary. We are identifying the issue and do not take
responsibility for the safety of the design. The responsibility for ensuring the safety of people
near and in the fishway is the designer’s responsibility. Simple measures such as recessed
steps into the walls of each cell will ensure that people entering the fishway can easily exit the
fishway with minimal danger. Consideration of appropriate safety measure such as this should
be considered further as the design develops.

10. Conclusion
Fish passage in the Stung Pursat is important to sustain fish populations that provide food and
livelihoods for Cambodian people. We have provided fishway design criteria that we consider
suit the ecology and biology of fish species in this river, based on our collective experience,
including specific experience in the Mekong Basin. Our preliminary assessment of the four
viable options is that a single-slot, vertical-slot fishway is the preferred design. If these design
criteria and analysis of options are considered useful, and further development of the designs
suggested in this report is required, we would be pleased to submit a Proposal for Services.
Alternatively, in lieu of design fees we would be pleased to submit a proposal for quantitative
assessment and monitoring; we would do this as a joint project with Charles Sturt University,
which has 10 years of fishway monitoring/assessment experience in Laos PDR, and the
Fisheries Administration (FA) of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of
Cambodia.
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